Cross-lingual voice conversion (CLVC) is quite challenging since the source and target speakers speak different languages. It is essential for various applications such as developing mixed-language speech synthesis systems, customization of speaking devices, etc. This paper proposes a deep neural network (DNN)-based approach utilizing bottleneck features for CLVC. In the proposed method, the speaker-independent information present in the speech signals from different languages is represented by using the bottleneck features extracted from a deep auto-encoder. A DNN model is trained to learn the mapping between bottleneck features and the corresponding spectral features of the target speaker. The proposed approach can capture speaker-specific characteristics of a target speaker, and requires no speech data from the source speaker during training. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using data from three Indian languages: Telugu, Tamil and Malayalam. The experimental results show that the proposed method can effectively convert the source speaker voice to target speaker voice in a cross-lingual scenario. mostly based on Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [1] [2] [3] . In recent years, neural networks (NNs) have achieved state-of-the-art results in many application such as Image retrieval [4] , human pose estimation [5] , visual question answering [6], face-pose estimation [7], dimension reduction [8], image recognition [9], place recognition [10] and so on. Owing to their remarkable success in many applications, several researchers have explored the use of neural networks for ILVC [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . It is observed that a NN-based VC system performs as good as, or better than, a GMM-based VC system.
Introduction
Voice conversion (VC) is the process of modifying the speech utterances of a source speaker so that it sounds like it was uttered by a target speaker. There are several applications of VC such as voice restoration, customization of text-to-speech systems, etc [1] . Based on the language that source and target speakers speak, VC can be divided into two categories, namely, (i) Intra-lingual VC and (ii) cross-lingual VC. Intra-lingual VC (ILVC) assumes that the source and target speakers speak in the same language. The traditional ILVC techniques are (a) (b) Fig. 1 a Training, and b conversion modules in the proposed method In this work, we propose a NN-based approach to CLVC by using bottleneck features as speaker-independent features. The bottleneck features are extracted from a deep auto-encoder (DAE) model, trained using multi-speaker speech data. It is observed that when a DAE is trained with speech signals from multiple speakers, the features obtained from bottleneck layer posses speaker-invariant characteristics.
In training phase, a DNN is trained to learn mapping between target speaker's MGCCs and the corresponding bottleneck features extracted from DAE. During conversion, the trained DNN model is used to convert the bottleneck features extracted from speech of an arbitrary source speaker to MGCCs of the desired target speaker. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using speech data from three Indian languages: Telugu, Tamil and Malayalam. The experimental results demonstrate excellent performance by the proposed method. The following list briefly summarizes the contributions of this work.
(1) Use of a multi-speaker database for training a deep auto-encoder to perform speakerindependent encoding i.e to convert the input speaker-dependent features to speakerindepedent features (referred to as bottleneck features). (2) Utilization of bottleneck features for developing a novel NN-based approach to perform CLVC. The proposed approach can capture target speaker-specific characteristics and avoid the need for speech data from a source speaker to train a voice conversion model. Unlike existing NN-based CLVC approach, the proposed approach is transcription-free i.e. it needs no manual effort in transcribing the speech data. (3) Demonstration of the efficacy of proposed method through experiments over databases from multiple Indian languages. Our experimental results show that: (a) the bottleneck features are not only speaker-independent, but also language-independent; (b) the proposed approach performs better than the state-of-the-art approaches.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives details of the baseline GMM-based CLVC approach. The proposed CLVC approach is described in Sect. 3. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated and compared with two existing CLVC techniques in Sect. 4. Section 5 summarizes and concludes the present work.
Baseline GMM-Based CLVC Technique
For CLVC, approaches which can capture speaker-specific characteristics of a target speaker are required. Such approaches can transform the speech of any arbitary source speaker to a pre-defined target speaker, without recording anything apriori from the source speaker. As mentioned earlier, GMMs can be directly trained with spectral features from target speaker alone to capture speaker-specific charactersitcs. Hence, the GMM-based approach [25] is chosen as baseline in this work. The steps in training a GMM to capture target speakerspecific characteristics for CLVC are as follows [25] :
(1) Let L S and L T denote the source language and target language, respectively.
(2) In training phase, extract spectral features ( e.g. MGCCs) corresponding to the utterances of L T and train a GMM with M mixture components that can be used as a tokenizer. The model is denoted as,
here, w i , μ i , and i are the weight, mean vector, and the covariance matrix of the i th mixture component, respectively. (3) During conversion stage, the feature vectors corresponding to the utterances spoken by the source speaker in the source language are extracted. Let J denote the total number of utterances in the L S . From each of these utterances, extract the spectral feature vectors. Let us denote the feature vectors of the source speaker as, f S k , where k = 1, 2, . . . , N . Here, N is the total number of feature vectors. (4) For each feature vector f S k , given the GMM codebook for the target language L T , the GMM-tokenizer outputs the mean vector (μ k ) of the Gaussian mixture component scoring the highest in GMM likelihood computation as given below.
(5) Feature vectors of the source speaker, f S k , is now replaced by the target feature vectors (codeword), μ k , with the highest score (likelihood) ensuring the transformation of system features of the source speaker to that of the target speaker. (6) The fundamental frequency (F 0 ) of the source speaker is transformed to that of the target speaker by a suitable F 0 modification factor F M given by,
where F T is the average F 0 of target speaker computed from all the training utterances and F S is the average F 0 of the source speaker for a given utterance. The transformed spectral features and pitch period are given as input to synthesis filter/vocoder for synthesizing the transformed utterance.
to capture speaker-specific characteristics is as follows [11] . Let l q and s q be two different representations of the speech signal from a target speaker q. While l q could be interpreted as speaker independent representation of speech signal, s q could be interpreted as carrying message and speaker information. A mapping function (l q ) has to be built for transforming l q to s q . Such a function would be specific to the speaker and could be considered as capturing the essential speaker-specific characteristics. The choice of representation of l q and s q is important in developing the mapping functions. Figure 1 shows the block diagrams of the training and conversion modules of the proposed approach. In the proposed method, l q and s q are represented by deep auto-encoder (DAE) bottleneck features and MGCCs, respectively. The encoder part can cultivate the ability of speaker-independent encoding when a DAE is trained using spectral frames from multiple speakers [27] . As a result, the encoder can convert an observed frame into latent-variable (or bottleneck features in auto-encoder terminology) which contains information that is neutral to speaker, such as phonetic information. In training phase, first MGCCs are extracted only from target speaker's utterances. Then, bottleneck features corresponding to these MGCCs are extracted by using a pretrained DAE. The DAE is a feedforward neural network which is trained using a multi-speaker corpus, to learn speaker-independent representations (described in Sect. 3.1). Finally, a DNN is trained using back propagation algorithm to minimize the error ||s q −s q || 2 , where s q = (l q ) and (·) is the mapping or conversion function. During conversion phase, the trained DNN model is employed to convert l r to s q , where l r represents the bottleneck features computed from signal signals of any arbitrary source speaker r .
Feature Extraction

MGCC Features
Speech is a non-stationary signal, and hence it is generally divided into a series of shorttime successive overlapping frames for further processing [28] . Even in voice conversion, the features are transformed on a frame-by-frame basis. The number of frames (N) to be processed in a speech signal of T sec duration is given by
where L is the length of each frame in seconds and L is the overlapping time interval (also called frame shift) in seconds. Typically, a frame size of 25 ms and frame-shift of 5 ms is used in several speech processing applications. Every frame, depending on application is parameterized as a set of acoustic features. Spectral features like MGCCs are most suitable as acoustic features for VC task; because they can emphasize the speaker-specific properties contained in the speech signal. Hence, in this work, 34-dimensional MGCCs are extracted for each frame using WORLD vocoder [29] , to capture the target speaker-specific information.
Deep Auto-Encoder Bottleneck Features
An Autoencoder (AE) is a feed forward neural network (FFNN) used to learn a representation (encoding) for a set of input data [30] . It consists of two blocks: Encoder and Decoder. In a simple auto-encoder having one-hidden-layer, the encoder maps a higher dimensional input vector x to a lower dimensional feature vector y as follows: Here, y is the bottleneck feature vector representation of the input feature vector x. θ = {W , b} is the encoder parameters. W and b are the weight matrix and a bias vector, respectively. s is a non-linear activation function. The decoder reconstructs the input by using the output y given by the encoder as follows:
where θ = {W , b } is the decoder parameters. s is a linear or non-linear activation function. The weight matrix W is usually constrained to be the transpose of the matrix in the encoder, i.e., W = W . The AE parameters {θ, θ } are typically optimized using the mean squared error (MSE) criterion. The model parameters are usually estimated using RMSprop algorithm. An AE can be extended to a deeper architecture by stacking up multiple layers of encoders and decoders, which is called deep auto-encoder (DAE) [30] . The additional hidden layers enable the AE to learn mathematically more complex patterns in the data. Figure 2 shows the basic structure of DAE. In the encoding phase, the units at each hidden layer are calculated given its previous layer as y k = s W k y k−1 + b k (8) where W k and b k are the parameters of the k-th encoder layer, and y 0 = x. In the decoding phase, the hidden layers are calculated as
and
where W k and b k are the parameters of the k-th decoder layer, W 1 relative to the size of the other layers. The input features for the DAE are M-dimensional MGCCs. The dimension of bottleneck layer is M/2 corresponding to half the dimension of MGCCs, and the dimension of output layer is M corresponding to the dimension of input layer. Note that the dynamic features were not incorporated into the feature set. Sigmoid activation function is used for all the layers except for the last encoding layer, which has linear activation so that the produced bottleneck features could be real-valued. The DAE is trained under minimum MSE criterion using RMSprop optimizer. The learning rate is set to 0.001. After training, only the encoder part of DAE is retained for generating speakerindependent bottleneck features corresponding to MGCCs, for every frame. The feature extraction process is summarized as follows: Given a speech signal, we first divide it into frames (frame size = 25 ms and frame shift = 5 ms). Next, 34-dim MGCCs are extracted for each frame. Finally, the 17-dim bottleneck features corresponding to MGCCs of each frame are extracted by using DAE.
DNN for Feature Mapping
In this work, we After training, a weight matrix is generated that represents the mapping function between input bottleneck features and output MGCCs. During conversion phase, the obtained weight matrix is used to transform bottleneck features (l r ) from any arbitary source speaker r to MGCCs (s q ) of the desired target speaker (shown in Fig. 1b ) on a frame-by-frame basis.
Experimental Evaluation
Speech Corpus and Feature Extraction
For conducting the experiments we have considered the openslr multi-speaker databases from three Indian languages, namely, Telugu, Tamil and Malayalam. The openslr databases are available for free download at https://www.openslr.org/resources.php. For experiments, we chose 8 speakers (4 male and 4 female speakers) from Telugu language, 2 speakers (1 male and 1 female speakers) from Tamil language, and 2 speakers (1 male and 1 female speakers) from Malayalam language. Each speaker has 125 utterances for training and 30 utterances for testing. Data were recorded at 48 kHz, but we have downsampled to 16 kHz. The details of data considered for training and testing are given in Table 1 . As shown in table, six out of the eight speakers (3 female and 3 male speakers) from Telugu dataset were considered for training DAE and remaining speakers were used in VC experiments. The reason for choosing this database for DAE training is explained in the following section.
The WORLD vocoder [29] was used to exctract speech parameters: f 0 , aperiodicity (AP), and Spectral Envelope (SE). The frame length was 25 ms and the frame shift was 5 ms. The FFT length was set to 1024, so the resulting SE and AP were both 513-dimensional. 34dimensional MGCCs plus log energy were derived from each spectral envelope. The dynamic features were not appended to the feature set. The proposed and existing VC models were trained using features corresponding to the target speaker alone. The trained models were then used to map the MGCCs of an arbitary source speaker to the MGCCs of the target speaker. The transformed MGCCs were converted back to 513-dimensional SE. The f 0 of the source speaker was converted to that of the target speaker as in the baseline system (described in Sect. 2). The AP of source speaker was kept unmodified. Finally, all speech parameters were given as input to WORLD vocoder to synthesize the transformed utterance.
Training of Existing and Proposed CLVC Systems
In the baseline system, a GMM having 128 components is trained using 34-dimensional MGCCs from target speaker alone. The speaker-independent features are not required for a GMM-based system. The baseline system transforms voice of an arbitary source speaker by replacing the source feature vectors with the mean vector of the Gaussian mixture component scoring the highest in GMM likelihood. In this work, a GMM model is built for every speaker from each language.
The training procedure of proposed VC system is different from that of the baseline system. Prior to training VC model, first a DAE is trained using speech utterances from 6 Telugu speakers to learn speaker-independent representations. The regional Indian languages considered are acoustically similar, to certain extent [31] . Hence, a common phoneset is derived by exploiting the acoustic similarities across the Indian languages [31] . In total, there are 39 phonemes in Tamil, 48 in Telugu, and 48 in Malayalam. It is observed that, 37 phones are common to all the languages. This intutively shows that a DAE trained with data from one of these languages will be good enough to generate speaker-independent features for all the languages. Comparing Telugu and Malayalam, there are 47 phones in common. Comparing, Telugu and Tamil, there are 37 phones in common and 11 are unique to Telugu and 2 to Tamil. Similarly, comparing Malayalam and Tamil, there are 38 phones in common and 10 are unique to Malayalam and 1 is unique to Tamil. Considering the unique and common phones, either Malayalam or Telugu language is a better choice than Tamil language, for training DAE. Hence, we chose Telugu speaker data for training the DAE model. The encoder receives MGCCs computed from all the speakers and converts them to bottleneck features. The decoder reconstructs the input from the bottleneck features. The training procedure is terminated when there is no further improvement in terms of MSE for 15 epochs. The trained encoder is then utilized to extract bottleneck features for voice conversion. A DNN model which maps bottleneck features to MGCCs of a target speaker is built separately for all the considered speakers, except for those used during DAE training.
In addition, we have also considered the method proposed in [17] for comparision. This method uses a Deep Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network (DBLSTM-RNN) for voice conversion. This approach requires PPGs of target speech. As in [17] , PPGs are extracted using a SI-ASR system implemented using kaldi speech recognition toolkit [32] with openslr Telugu multispeaker corpus. Then, a DBLSTM-RNN is used to model the relationships between the PPGs and MGCCs of the target speech. The network has 
Results
Obective Evaluation
Mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) is used as an objective measure for evaluating the VC systems. MCD is calculated using the equation:
where D a is the dimension of MGCCs, Y d and Y d are the dth coefficients of corresponding target and converted MGCCs. A lower MCD value indicates that the predicted features are close to that of the target features. To compute MCD, we need reference speeches from target speaker corresponding to the converted speeches. Since the reference samples are generally not available for CLVC, we only report the objective evaluation results for intralingual VC. In the databases (Table 1) , there is no overlap in the sentences uttered by both speakers from the same language. Therefore, to realize parallel data, we have recorded speech data from a native female voice talent for each language. The female voice talents act as source speakers for the purpose of objective evaluation. Each speaker has uttered 30 sentences in their native language. Among these, 15 sentences are from the test set of female speaker ( Table 2 .
For each source-target pair, only the 15 utterances from source speaker which have the corresponding reference speech from target speaker are converted. The target and converted feature sequences are time-aligned using dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm. From the table, it can be seen that the proposed method outperforms baseline GMM-based CLVC system in intralingual VC. The MCD values obtained in cross-gender VC are slightly high compared to inter-gender VC, but are much less than those obtained with the GMM and Although DAE is trained using data from Telugu speakers alone, the encoder can perform speaker-independent encoding for languages that are acoustically closer. As MCD is not a representative indicator for perception, we further conducted subjective evaluations on speaker similarity and voice quality.
Subjective Evaluation
Performance of the CLVC systems is subjectively evaluated using two measures, namely, ABX preference test and Comparative Mean Opinion Score (CMOS). In preference tests, subjects were asked to listen to a pair of converted speech utterances and chose the one that is closer to natural speech in terms of similarity in voice. In CMOS test, subjects have to listen to two converted speech utterances (one from the proposed approach and another from one of the existing methods, played in random order) and then they have to rate the difference between the two samples on a 7-point scale ranging from much worse (−3) to much better (3). Subjects preference for proposed method over the baseline method and the opposite is indicated by a positive CMOS score and negative CMOS score, respectively. 15 listeners, including 5 Telugu, 5 Tamil and 5 Malayalam, participated in all the tests. The listening tests were conducted in the laboratory environment by playing the speech signals through headphones.
The results of ABX preference test and CMOS test comparing proposed and GMM-based systems for intra-lingual VC and cross-lingual VC are provided in Fig. 3 . Similarly, the results comparing proposed and DBLSTM-RNN systems are shown in Fig. 4 . To reduce (ii) Although a trend seems to favor proposed method compared to baseline in speaker similarity, the difference is not significantly different. The listeners reported that there is muffledness and more distortion in the speech converted with baseline GMM-based system. (iii) The preference test results ( Fig. 4) show that both DBLSTM-RNN and proposed systems perform equally well in terms of speaker similarity. (iv) The CMOS scores in Fig. 4 indicate that perceptually the proposed method is better than DBLSTM-RNN system on intralingual and cross-lingual VC. The improved perceptual quality with proposed method is mainly due to better acoustic feature mapping. The results also indicate that the proposed approach can render high-quality speaker conversion irrespective of languages. Hence, our system is capable of addressing the issues associated with unaligned data sets.
Summary and Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a DAE-based CLVC approach for transforming a source speaker's speech to sound as if it was uttered by a target speaker who is oblivious of the source language. The DAE is trained with data from multiple speakers to learn speaker-independent representations. Even though data from only one language is used to train DAE, the encoder performs robustly across acoustically closer languages. To build VC model for a given target speaker, first the MGCCs are passed through the encoder to derive bottleneck features. Then, a DNN is trained to predict MGCCs of target speaker from bottleneck features. The proposed approach can map spectral features of any arbitary source speaker onto a target speaker's acoustic space. Hence, the proposed method can be considered as a "many-to-one mapping" method. The performance of the CLVC systems is evaluated using three acoustically similar Indian languages. The results of subjective evaluation confirm that both quality and target speaker similiarity of converted speech from proposed CLVC system are much better than that of existing CLVC systems. In future, we plan to utilize the proposed CLVC technique to develop a polyglot SPSS system for Indian languages.
